London Trip

Rainforest Cafe:
This birds-stopping cafe will take you back into the world of the Amazonian rainforest with the birds, leaves on strong leaf and shot wings set sparkling in grooves in the walls, carving many these pets perfectly. Mechanical animals are dotted about - giant giraffe, gorilla, beautiful butterflies, centric elephants and many more.

Year 6 London Trip:
Are you nervous about the London trip next year? Don't want to get lost? Any questions playing on your mind will be answered in this brochure about supposedly the best primary school trip that you'll go on, better Hilltop!

For good, the choices are a cheeseburger and chips or vegetable linguini (in vegetarian pasti). With this will be a crisp, Tango or Pepsi and a deliciously creamy vanilla ice cream with sticky chocolate sauce drizzled on it. Lovely!

The Lion King:

In Central London, there is a special theatre called the Lyceum Theatre. That is designed specifically for this production of The Lion King. In this theatre, prepare to be transported to the sunny savannah as you watch this breathtaking performance.

Any money you bring can be spent on refreshments, but it was agreed by Year 6 that it was better to bring your own.
5. London Trip (information leaflet)

Harry Potter Studios:
Ever wanted to walk in Hogwarts? Well, now you can!

Warner Bros. Studios was enjoyed by all, as the models were the actual props and sets used in the films. Furthermore, you could wander around Diagon Alley and take a peak in the animating shops!

It is like you are following Harry, Ron, and Hermione’s footsteps into the great hall, sitting in a Firebolt, travelling in the Hogwarts Express. I’d recommend you watch a pew Harry Potter by before you come and morph into a witch or wizard!

TRUE OR FALSE?!
At the Rainforest Cafe, you must sit with an adult.

FALSE!

Take selfie’s with no toddler in!
You are allowed to blog your own!

TRUE OR FALSE?!
At Harry Potter World, you must stay in strict groups.

FALSE!

Go and search at the attraction!

Now you should be fully one informed and ready!